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“Promoting Cycling for Transport, Health
and a Better Environment”

From Cyclenation to ‘CycleMerseyside’!
By Alan Johnson
It seems a long time ago now, but October 2015 saw the return of the
Cyclenation conference to Liverpool after an absence of more than a
decade…it was well worth the wait! From all over the UK, enthusiastic
cyclists from a diverse range of backgrounds travelled to Blackburne
House in Liverpool. There they enjoyed discussions on campaigning,
infrastructure and how we encourage greater diversity and accessibility
to cycling.

‘Encouraging access to cycling’

generated the most

interest on the day – after all, many of us recognise that personal
circumstances greatly affect how easy it is to be exposed to and encouraged to get on a bike. Great work is taking place both locally and
nationally, but more needs to be done.

Cycling for health, wellbeing

and as an affordable means of transport is not taken seriously by local
and national government alike and it is time that they are reminded of
its benefits for everyone…many of whom vote!
So what can we do? It is early days, but MCC members are volunteering to take ownership of
cycling matters in their locality – whether this be close to their home, workplace or even along
the whole of their commuting route between the two! If we all speak face to face with local
councillors or our MP, if we write to our local authority or Merseytravel concerning what we as
cyclists would like to see, we can make our presence felt. So don’t just moan – tell the people
who make the decisions what are our concerns!
See inside for:

The MCC also want to hear from other local cycling

Cycle Rides and Events P5

groups and clubs, cycle shops and charities…indeed,

Cycling in Australia

P6/7

Pedal Away

P11

anyone who wants to make the City Region an attractive
and liveable place. Increased levels of cycling might not
be the only thing needed to make Merseyside a nicer
place to live, but it is a big part of the solution!

And much, much more…

Keep riding and it will help keep you happy!
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Ian Downing

Every Tuesday the Asylum Link Merseyside
bike mechanics arrive at the centre in Wavertree to be greeted by ten or so asylum seekers
who have arrived early so they can beat the
rush to get their bikes repaired and maintained.
The jobs range from the humble brake pad replacement to bottom bracket rebuilds, with
wheel truing and cable replacement filling in the
time in between. Most tasks are completed on
the spot and are done to a tight budget, relying
on the skill of the mechanics and their ability to
make do and mend; if it looks as though it fits, then it probably will!
As more people begin to arrive the staff are glad of the gate and fence that have been erected to
provide a degree of crowd control, but most wait patiently and make the most of the social
opportunity the workshop provides as people from crisis ridden countries around the world
gather to discuss the merits and failings of their bikes' ability to get them round the city. By the
end of the day the team will have usually repaired around twenty to thirty bikes, making sure
they are safe, roadworthy and ready to go.
Many asylum seekers travel five or six miles a day to the centre to attend English lessons, get
support with day to day problems and asylum applications and engage in activities to enrich their
lives. This, of course, is much easier for those who own bikes but cycling also offers them a
genuine freedom to travel around the city to explore and visit friends.
Asylum seekers are genuine utility cyclists who depend on this mode of transport as others are
not available to them. The excellent work done by the bike mechanics is crucial in supporting
them and allowing them to retain their mobility.
Liverpool's asylum seekers have made a long and perilous journey to find safety in our city and,
as a cyclist myself, it is wonderful to see so many of them experiencing a freedom and joy that
would otherwise be unavailable to them, simply by owning a bicycle.
There is a video about the work of ALM and where cycling fits in at http://bit.ly/1Q4vTRG
Currently we are looking for people to assist with, or lead, the cycling group on visits to the
Wirral, Formby, Leeds Liverpool Canal and other places of interest. If you are able to help with
this or donate a bicycle of any age or condition please email info@asylumlink.org.uk
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Andrew Grimbly

MCC has had some recent success making the case for further streets being included in
the review of speed limits to 20mph. I thought many readers would appreciate the
mythbuster below regarding suitability of streets for 20mph limits. Note that all para
numbers relate to the DfT Guidance on Setting Local Speed Limits 01/2013:“You can’t have a 20mph limit on an A or B road” – UNTRUE
See para 84 :Based on this positive effect on road safety, and a generally favourable reception from local
residents, traffic authorities are able to use their power to introduce 20mph speed limits or
zones on:
Major streets where there are – or could be - significant numbers of journeys on foot, and/
or where pedal cycle movements are an important consideration, and this outweighs the
disadvantage of longer journey times for motorised traffic.
This is in addition to Residential streets in cities, towns and villages, where there is
community support and the characteristics of the street are suitable.
20mph limits have been set on many A roads and “major” roads. These include London,
Edinburgh, Thirsk, Belfast, Portsmouth,etc.
“You can’t have a 20mph limit if the current average speed is above 24mph” – UNTRUE
Whilst guidance in para 95 does say “If the mean speed is already at or below 24 mph on a road,
introducing a 20 mph speed limit through signing alone is likely to lead to general compliance with
the new speed limit.”, this does not preclude the setting of a 20mph limit if average before speeds
are above 24mph.
Para 97 also refers to roads with pre-speeds above 24mph and states “Traffic authorities are
already free to use additional measures in 20 mph limits to achieve compliance, such as some
traffic calming measures and vehicle activated signs, or safety cameras.”
“You can’t have a 20mph limit if the local police don’t support it” – UNTRUE
There is no requirement for the police to agree any locally set speed limit. We have a long held
tradition in this country that :Elected representatives of the people set laws.
A professional police force enforces those laws.
An independent judiciary sentences offenders.
Any attempt by the police to undermine this or for elected representatives to veto their setting of
limits based on police funding or preferences would be counter to this important principle.
“We can’t reduce the speed limit because there haven’t been enough casualties on this
road” – UNTRUE
Para 30 states the factors to be considered when setting speed limits:The following will be important factors when considering what is an appropriate speed limit:
history of collisions, including frequency, severity, types and causes;
road geometry and engineering (width, sightlines, bends, junctions, accesses and safety
barriers etc.);
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road function (strategic, through traffic, local access
etc.);
Composition of road users (including existing and
potential levels of vulnerable road users);
existing traffic speeds; and
road environment, including level of road-side
development and possible impacts on residents
(e.g. severance, noise, or air quality).
32. Different road users perceive risks and appropriate speeds differently, and drivers and
riders of motor vehicles often do not have the same perception of the hazards of speed as
do people on foot, on bicycles or on horseback. Fear of traffic can affect peoples’ quality of
life and the needs of vulnerable road users must be fully taken into account in order to
further encourage these modes of travel and improve their safety. Speed management
strategies should seek to protect local community life
“20mph limits are not enforceable” – UNTRUE
See “local police support above”. As long as the correct Traffic Regulation Order has been made,
and the correct signage has been installed, 20 mph limits are as enforceable as any other speed
limit.
Often the argument has been that speeds in 20 mph limits are so high that physical calming is
required. We can’t afford that, therefore SPEEDS MUST STAY HIGH!
We often see councils making some offerings of speed reduction, such as just outside a school.
There are underlying principles embedded in the DfT guidance. A few that can be used to
challenge such a minimal approach to the problem of speed in villages are :Does this policy take into account what the road looks like to ALL road users rather than just
drivers? See para 28 which relates to the correct speed limit for “outside schools, residential
areas or villages and in shopping streets”.
Does the decision making process “fully take into account the needs of vulnerable road users”?
Para 32 states that this “MUST be fully taken into account in order to further encourage these
(walking and cycling) modes of travel and improve their safety. Speed management strategies
should seek to protect local community life.
Does the decision making take due consideration of the statutory requirements of the
Equalities Act where a refusal to set an appropriate limit would indirectly discriminate against
people with protected characteristics? These would include disabled (physical, hearing or
visual), elderly, women (statistically it is women who are the majority of those walking or cycling
with children to school).
If the answer to any of these questions is NO then your council is in not making a reasonable
decision or following DfT guidance regarding the setting of speed limits.
Further information can be found on 20splenty blog by Rod King MBE at:http://www.20splenty.org/blog
DfT Guidance on Setting Local Speed Limits 01/2013 can be found at:https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/63975/circular-01-2013.pdf
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Meet in Port Sunlight
(Merseyrail station)
Leave at 10am - return by
lunchtime

August
20th
September 17th
October
15th
November 19th
Contact Janet @ Sustrans 0750 055 9669
www.wirralbicyclebelles.blogspot.com
Skyride in Liverpool:
Sunday 21st August:
https://www.goskyride.com/liverpoolSkyRide.
An opportunity to cycle on closed roads in Liverpool! We will also hold a promotional stall for this
event - so if you would like to volunteer to help,
please fill in our doodle at http://doodle.com/poll/
m5s8xqx397uarxue or email us
at merseysidecyclingcampaign@hotmail.co.uk.

Wirral Cycling Group - Sonia Oldershaw
Formerly, Wirral Cycling Campaign. We have rides every Wednesday and alternate
summer Sundays (monthly in winter), usually between thirty to forty miles in length,
averaging about 10mph.
Most of the Wednesday rides starting from Red Rooms, Arrowe Park, are easy as this area
of the Wirral is flattish. Other Wednesday rides, and all our Sunday rides (which usually
start from Merseyrail stations) can be more difficult as they tend to be longer and/or hillier
as we often head out into Cheshire or Wales for some variety.
Ride dates and start points are available to view on our website: www.wirralcycling.org.uk
Ride lists can also be downloaded and these contain ride leaders contact details. We
welcome new members. If you would like to join us on a ride just contact the ride leader,
or contact us via the website.
Also on the website are pages listing previous rides for an idea of where we have been,
picture galleries and some ride reports from previous exploits.
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Birdsville or Bust: Into the Australian Outback - Phil Winston
I’d had a good grounding of outback riding, spending 3-months working in
Timber Creek Northern Territory, in 1 of 4 remaining 24-hour licensed
Roadhouses (no windows), exploring local tracks up in the Victoria River
bluffs and Gregory National Park – lightweight mountain bike touring. All
very Jurassic park as Wallabies bounced along with me. Then followed
the renowned 650km severely sandy / corrugated Gibb River Rd, through
possibly the most spectacular region of Australia, The Kimberley, atop
Western Australia. Thankfully water and fish were plentiful (but so were
the Salties!) to handle the 36c shade temperature, so the bike wasn’t too
heavy / bad to handle. However, 20-months on facing 4000km of desert
tracks through the centre of Australia was going to be an entirely different
challenge.
I’d retired yet another set of rims / XT drivechain in Brisbane, opting for Sunn Rhino Lite 36’s
(what else – they lasted to Pakistan..), Syncros Cattleprod Stem, Azonic downhill riser bars and
Specialized 2.2” sand tyres for position and control. Double welded all racks, mounted 5 x 1 litre
bottles (usual 2, 1 under downtube, 2 at top of downtube – all bungeed in place). Mailing all unnecessary weight to friends in Darwin, for company it was pan, plate, KFS, mug, food (!) headtorch, fishing line, shortwave, groundsheet, Thermarest, sleeping bag, 3 socks / shorts / tops,
combat pants, fleece, woolly hat, gloves, flip-flops, book, journal, spare tyres, tubes, toolkit meters
of velcro, medical kit, disposable camera for weight. For water 4 x 4 litre water bags in each pannier, 2 x 8 litre, 2 x 10 litre and 2 x 20 litre Jerry cans (with orange marker flags taped to them)
that 4x4 explorers would drop-off water for me at the trackside. When riding into a desert abyss,
where no rain has fallen for over 2-years, one has to be self-sufficient!
Riding long-hauls on the surfaced roads of Australia is boring. And a pain in the arse (literally).
I’m talking Broome to Perth. The Nullabor. Stuart Highway. Avoided. Off-road brings with it a
world of possibilities and daunting challenges, yet the rewards in terms of landscapes, wildlife,
locals, hidden jewels and surprises are unsurpassable. Going Bush is what the Aussies do for a
grand holiday, and their 4x4 rigs are really set up for major adventures. The 1200km from Brisbane to Windorah was surfaced… past the differing farming belts, grain silo wilderness towns
reminiscent of the USA. Checked into the pub, a rest day ahead of the 400km dirt road into Birdsville, so hung with the locals and picked up their advice. “Come Wild Boer shooting with us tonight”. “Here’s the keys to my dirt bike”. “You must be nuts mate”. “If you want my advice, ride in
the full moonlight”. A voice of reason. Sandy, was nearly 80, and a Flying Doctor legend, clocking
up more hours than anyone could mention (I think it was 60.000 hours). So we talked, ate, drank,
strolled about all day, and had a barbie at the Old Doc’s that night.
Sure enough, next morning out on the dirt and into the first set of ferrous red sand dunes the
winds were there as predicted – 2.5 days of 20mph+ relentless cross-headwind to Birdsville, on a
well graded rocky road. Being winter, temps were only 24-26c in the day, but down to 5c under
the Milky Milky Way. That said 10 litres per day was the norm with the wind sucking moisture from
you, and the flies doing the same once you came to a stop. Word of advice when in tropics etc,
always stop a’top of a hill so you can speed away and drop a thousand flies and not have a peloton shadow buzzing along behind you.
Thus to camp at dusk or ride in the moonlight with a dying wind to camp in the dark? The golden
rule about wild camping is you don’t want to be seen. . . pull in before dusk and set up camp nothing worse than a load of drunken cattle station hands gate crashing your fire as you doze off
to the stars and radio, or a dozen Aborigine’s wanting to play cards or getting you to chew
on fresh roadkill Kangaroos tail (it’s alright... Biltong without the meaty flavour). Yet, venturing
off track to find a hollow by which to swag for the night and remain undetected is always a
balance when in Great Western Brown and Inland Taipan territory. So create as much vibration
as possible.
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Stomp your feet when walking, use a heavy walking stick to bounce to the ground when plodding
along. Get off the insulating tyre clad bike. That said, locals told me being winter, larger Brown
snakes would only really be about in the day, whilst smaller ones would be hibernating. They
failed to tell me where. Birdsville is famed for its outback horse racing. Such is the scale of revelry that its main street was renowned for being a foot deep in tinnies. The local swimming pool
was paid for by squashing all the tinnies down over a few years, loading up an extra high 52m
Road Train and weighing in the aluminium down in South Australia (one of the most environmentally forward looking states the world over, and doing it for some time). Rest day, check the bike,
arrange Jerry can drops down the track (a camp spot and cattle station), rehydrate with the locals
in the pub, taking out the expanded polystyrene from my helmet and nailing it to the pub ceiling
with a message for Australian mandatory helmet laws, to leave an empty plastic shell and straps
– much more comfortable and well appreciated in the pub, for the outback has its own laws to ensure survival and doesn’t need Federal laws.
Oh! Dear! A headwind of 25-30mph for the next 520km
down the Birdsville Track. What a slog. First day 10-hours /
110km of 15mph bent double riding into the utterly memorising Strzelecki Desert, to camp on a stony desert base,
turned ferrous iron red to purple as the afterglow kicked in.
Colours I’ve never seen before or again. Surreal. Turns out
it has a reputation for unique colour scenes. Earlier in the
day I’d been encouraged on by passing 4x4’s, cattle station
hands and road workers, whose ‘camp’ I’d called at to eat
and take a break from the wind, comprising of a series of
raised off-road trailers (shower, kitchen, sleeping, living) or ‘Dongers’ in outback language, either
polished or white aluminium, some curved like Airstream trailers, resembling semi-moon units
with those oversize wheels. Wish I’d camped the night there with the fading red glow off the earth
and purple-aubergine sky. Total science fiction with their large satellite dishes.
. . .Err, ditto the next day, except for camp when I was sheltering behind a bush and its trailing
sand plume that made for a comfier base to walk / sleep on and sand bath Aboriginal style (you
look dirty but feel cleaner than ever before!). Heading off to gather firewood in the light, a few
armfuls back to camp only this time I’d picked a larger 60-80cm long hollow trunk, but something
wasn’t quite right when I dropped it crashing down on the pile, something was moving and it had
a headache. A big headache from being woken from its hibernation. That was set to be a big
headache for me. A snake, a small 1m dark brown snake with feckless of lighter scales, darker
head, light underbelly, mightily angry, coiling and hissing. Being a safe 2m or so distance from
the wood pile, I watched as it moved about my kit (mostly food, radio, no sleeping bag out for it to
go into) and off into the bush I was using for shelter. Now, having an angry Taipan for a
neighbour, albeit for a night, was out of the question. A quick pack up and off a few hundred meters to swag on the hard desert rocks and tune into the stars. Wish the locals had warned me
about picking up firewood
Three days later I rolled into Maree, having plenty of water on board (even showered with one of
the jerry cans). Spoke to some wonderful people running cattle stations out there who were praying for rain or quitting… met a cyclist coming the other way, who had a support vehicle so no
clobber, and an almighty tailwind. I was set fair for some wind assistance up the 700km Oodnadatta Track, dropping in on uranium mine protestors on the great salt bed of Lake Eyre South,
through to the Pink Roadhouse, a 4x4 deviation into the Painted Desert (The Adventures of
Priscilla, Queen of the Desert) and Coober Pedy (Mad Max), before returning to ride up to sand
logged Finke, sliding across to Kulgera, obtaining permits to enter sacred Aboriginal lands of the
rough and sandy Mann Ranges to join the smoothness of the Gunbarrel Highway, entering The
Olgas and Uluru from the west (tarmac!). A torturous ride in to Alice Springs from Kings Canyon
via the severely corrugated West McDonnell Ranges resulting in a hospital layup, ahead of tackling the 1000km Tanami Track into the tropics, and seeing how the Gibb River Rd looked the
other direction for a grand finale.
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Paul Loughnane

If it is a sunny Sunday afternoon, how about
biking it down to New Ferry Butterfly Park, adjacent to Bebington Station, Wirral and using
the newly installed bespoke cycle stands? The
cycle stands were publically unveiled by Phil
Gilchrist, chair of Wirral Active Transport Forum, to celebrate the start of the season at
New Ferry Butterfly Park. Phil is a well-known
local cyclist, long time environmentalist and
constant supporter of the park.
With a
1560mm wing span, more than 25 times the
wingspan of the commonly seen Large White
butterflies, these butterflies are surely unique.
At New Ferry Butterfly Park there are natural history and industrial history trails to follow, quizzes
to complete and a sculpture trail to follow. There are wildflower meadows to enjoy and butterflies
to watch as well as pond dipping. Friendly wardens are there to welcome you to the park and get
you started in whatever you choose. With increasing number of visitors and limited parking it
would be encouraging to see a few more bicycles nestling among these very large whites. The
park is open on Sundays 12 noon-4pm until Sunday 11th September.
http://www.cheshirewildlifetrust.org.uk/reserves/new-ferry-butterfly-park

Knowsley re cycle project cuts the cost of cycling - Barry Redmund of Merseycycle
Based in Knowsley at the National Wildflower Centre in Huyton, and run by MerseyCycle, the
project trains volunteers to repair and refurbish unwanted bikes which are then sold at bargain
prices to the public. The scheme was set up two years ago has sold around 200 bikes .
We have monthly bike sales and have been getting more and more people coming along. We’ve
sold some bikes to kids but a lot have been to people wanting a way of getting to work. Commuters are probably our biggest market.
The scheme has trained a cohort of volunteers –
young people, unemployed and retired residents
– to repair unwanted bikes and the volunteers
gather each week to work on the latest batch of
collected or donated machines.
As a social enterprise the scheme has attracted
fuding from Knowsley Council, Mersey Travel,
MRWA, Merseyside Environmental Trust and
Sustrans. The scheme is always looking for other
funding opportunities.
Sale days, at the Huyton Wildflower Centre, are
planned for August and September. For details,
and to learn more about MerseyCycle, its recycling, courses and sales follow us on Facebook or contact us.
MerseyCycle can be contacted through Facebook, search MerseyCycle and also twitter
@merseycycle and e-mail merseycycle@gmail.com and phone 07738114243.
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Lewis Lesley

At the 2014 AGM I talked about the benefits of cycle helmets based on experience from countries
around the world. Presently only two Countries have compulsory cycle helmet. Israel also made
cycle helmet wearing compulsory in 2007 but repealed the law in 2011. What were the reasons
for these laws and what has been the result of their enforcement ?
A UK Transport Research Laboratory Report on the benefits of cycle helmet could find no
conclusive evidence of benefits, from a review of scientific reports from around the world.
Much of the relevant evidence comes from Australia, which saw bike use plummet in the wake of
helmet compulsion in 1990. Advocates of the law insist this was just a temporary blip. Terry
Mulder, Minister for Roads in the Australian State of Victoria, however, said that overall bike use
fell in the country between 1986 and 2010. He put it down to “social trends” and not helmet
compulsion. This is not supported by any evidence.
New Zealand has the most rigorously enforced and successful all-age mandatory bicycle helmet
law in the world. Helmet wearing rate is consistently around 93% since enactment in 1994. The
New Zealand Medical Journal published an Evaluation of New Zealand's bicycle helmet law (PDF
209kb). This showed a large fall in cycling levels and a 20% higher accident rate since helmet
law enforcement.
Public on-road cycling participation in New Zealand fell by 26% between 1989 and 1998, according to the Land Transport Safety Authority Cyclist Travel Survey (PDF 108kb page 42). New Zealand's population increased by 406,390 - or 11% - during that time. In the five years prior to 1994,
average annual cyclist injury totals were 991. In the five years after 1994, average annual injury
totals were 707 - a reduction of 29%.
The LTSA estimate of total New Zealand bicycle trips dropped from 181.5 million in 89/90 to
110.8 million in 97/98. Estimated hours of cycling fell from 39.2 million to 26 million, and the
yearly distance cycled dropped from 351.6 million km to 284.2 million km. Data from New
Zealand Household Travel Survey 2009–2013 (NZHTS), published by the New Zealand Ministry
of Transport in May 2013 and New Zealand Ministry of Transport Cyclist Crash Statistics show
the country hasn't recovered from its plunge in cycling participation following 1994 helmet law
enforcement. Data from New Zealand on accidents shows that despite a decline in cycling,
accident rates have increased.
Australia has similar experiences. Bicycle use has more than halved but the number of deaths
and injuries to cyclists has increased. This has been blamed on car drivers not seeing (fewer)
cyclists. Since mandatory bicycle helmet laws were enforced in 1990-92, data confirms a large
decrease in child, all-age and commuter cycling, and the worst injury record of all road users,
Before 1990 cycle use was increasing, typically doubling between 1982 and 1989. The data
confirms that the decline in cycling began from 1991 after the helmet law was enacted. Compulsory bicycle helmet laws have also crippled attempts to set up bike hire schemes in Australian
cities, like the green Liverpool City and red Merseytravel bikes.
Israel introduced compulsory cycle helmet wearing in 2007 but repealed this in 2011. The
principal reason for the repeal was to lower barriers to cycling, and helmet laws was shown to be
a major barrier for cyclists. As in Australia and New Zealand, cycling declined and accidents
increased. A law to encourage cycling is now being legislated, which will take Israel to new level
of promoting the cycling culture.
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Clearly if you are knocked off your bike and wear a helmet this should reduce the degree of
injury sustained. I came off my bike at a pot hole on Vauxhall Road in 1984 on a dark night
cycling home. I was not wearing a helmet and was only concussed but with no permanent injury.
About 40% of cyclists however have arm injuries, about 25% leg injuries and only 5% chest or
abdominal injuries according to ROSPA. They summarise the causes of cycle crashes:
* Around 75% of fatal or serious cyclist accidents occur in urban areas
* Around half of cyclist fatalities occur on rural roads
* 75% happen at, or near, a road junction
* 80% occur in daylight
* 80% of cyclist casualties are male
* Almost one quarter of the cyclists killed or injured are children
*Around three quarters of cyclists killed have major head injuries.
These figures only include cyclists killed or injured in road accidents that were reported to the
police. Many cyclist casualties are not reported to the police, even when the cyclist is injured
badly enough to be taken to hospital. A study by the University of Birmingham estimated on the
basis of hospital admissions, that cycle accidents are about double the number reported to the
police.
The Netherlands is the safest country in the world for cycling. Helmet wearing among Dutch
cyclists is rare. It has been estimated that only about 0.5% of cyclists in the Netherlands wear
helmets. However, according to Dutch Government data (Rijkswaterstaat, 2008), 13% percent of
cyclists admitted to hospital were wearing helmets when they were injured. Does wearing a
helmet increase the risk of being seriously injured? Of injured helmeted cyclists, 50% were riding
mountain bikes and 46 percent were riding racing bikes (Rijkswaterstaat, 2008). So most
helmeted cyclists were engaged in a competitive activity. Very few helmeted cyclists make utility
trips on the traditional style of Dutch bicycle.
Finally on average, every Dutch person cycles 2.5km every day and 93% of the population rides
a bike at least once a week. Every Australian cycles about 0.1km every day. Despite this much
lower level of cycling in Australia, accident rates are not comparatively as low. In the Netherlands
from 2003/07, an average
8,000 cyclists were admitted
to hospital each year. In Australia by comparison in
2005/06, 4,370 cyclists suffered serious injury. So with
cycling 25 times higher in the
Netherlands, the number of
serious injuries is just twice
the level in Australia.
The conclusion is surely that a
critical mass of cyclists is the
best way to reduce the risk of
being knocked our bikes ?
Despite there being more
bikes and cars in Britain, the
public perception is that cycling is inherently dangerous. So people will not get their bikes out of
the garage. Another reason for us to campaign for safe direct bike routes ?
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Dave Green

I first became involved with Pedal Away 12 months after having surgery for a triple heart by-pass
and an abdominal aorta aneurysm, decided I needed to stop sitting around and lose some
weight. So dug the mountain bike out the garage, cleaned the ten years dust off, squirted on
some oil and away I went for a ride. Afterwards, arriving home, dismounted and near fell over,
legs like jelly, I felt really exhausted, thinking to myself ‘Is this worth it?’
Three months and many rides later, I had increased the distances I rode to ten miles and I felt I
needed some company, rather than ride by myself, so I went on the council web site and discovered Pedal Away had led rides around Knowsley. I got in touch with them and arranged to try one
of their rides from Court Hey Park.
Then began to have second thoughts about going, worrying if I would be able to keep up with the
group. Would I struggle with the speed/distance? So I was a bit apprehensive when I turned up
for the ride. To my relief, I rode with a really friendly group of people to Croxteth Country Park,
along the Loop Line, at pace I was comfortable with. The ride leader rode up and down the
group, checking everyone was ok, and two riders at the back kept me company. We stopped for
a coffee then returned to Court Hey. I really enjoyed myself and decided to go back the next
week. Three years later I am still going to Court Hey.
I got more involved with cycling, going on maintenance courses, first aid course, and a ride
leaders course. All organised by Pedal Away. I am now riding with the Kirkby Pedal Away hub,
where I met some really amazing people who, like me, had begun riding for health reasons, to
lose weight, or just to socialize. I’ve seen a lot of new faces come to both groups, some are still
with the group, or ride occasionally, others have gained the confidence to move on to other
things.
Pedal Away has made a big impact in my life, I now have the confidence to service my bike and
I’ve ditched the mountain bike and bought something more suitable. As well as ride with others,
I’ve even give advice to new members of the group - if they want it!
I never would of thought that I would have confidence to ride to some of the places I’ve ridden to
with Pedal Away or with other members of the group independently. We’ve ridden to Southport,
WestKirby, Ormskirk, Rainford,The Wirral Way, The Santa Ride Liverpool to Alder Hey, and
Pedal Away’s own Sponsored Ride. I’ve even ridden through the Mersey Tunnel in the Liverpool
to Chester Ride. I’ve also ridden just 1 mile with a new member who hadn’t ridden for over 20
years That’s the beauty of riding with Pedal Away, they have designated rides, but will always
encourage a new rider, with a shorter ride accompanied by an experienced rider.
Before I finish would like to thank KMc, LH, KM, JE, KB,
JI, CJ, KW. for the encouragement and friendship I received when first joining the group.
I would say to anyone who thinks they couldn’t get back
on a bike, is ‘just go along and try it at one of the venues
where you’ll meet a lot of friendly people.- you can only
become addicted ‘
The only regret I have in joining ‘Pedal Away’ is I didn’t
do it years ago!’
To find out more about the work of Cycling Projects go to www.cycling.org.uk,
Facebook - Pedalaway Knowsley or @pedalawayCP
Or follow @CyclingProjects on Twitter.
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Merseyside Cycle Campaign

was set up in

1985 to work for the provision of better and safer facilities
for cyclists and for the safe behaviour by all road users.
We encourage all our members to get involved in
campaigning. This may be small scale improvements at
work, in school or at your local railway station, or on a
larger scale by writing to your local council or MP to influence policies at national level. Attitudes are at last beginning to change for the better and you can play a part in
ensuring that the mistakes of the past are not repeated in
the future.
Campaigners meet on a regular basis for discussion and
we publish this newsletter to all members (see website).
Membership also entitles you to an updated copy of the
Cycle map. More members give make a greater pressure
for change, so why not join today?
Contact the Membership Secretary, Stella Shackel

Articles for next edition to be sent to
mrshebden@btinternet.com ASAP

Email: theroost@tesco.net

Caption competition:
Entries to The Editor
mrshebden@btinternet.com

The MCC Banner was on display at the
Mersey Tunnel exit for the 2016 Liverpool – Chester Sportive.
Event organisers, Pennine Events, are
expecting that this year will be the biggest yet with more than 4,000 people
expected to take part.
Local children’s hospice, Claire House,
returns as the chosen charity for the fifth
consecutive year.
Many Campaign members were pushing pedals including Andrew Grimbly, our Secretary who
was riding tandem with members of the Bradbury Fields. With the sun shining and no rain on the
horizon it was perfect conditions for the 50 mile return route.
Don Thompson - Media Officer

